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Racial Identity and the b..thics of 
6ervice-Learning as Pedagogy 

ANNEMARIE VACCARO 

Teaching undergraduates about complex social issues can be a challenging 
process, one not easily done through lecture and text alone. Engaging students 
in local environments provides opportunities for them to witness the social 
world and understand academic concepts in a richer way. 

As pedagogy, service-learning is education that is grounded in expe
rience as a basis for learning and on the centrality and intentionality of 
reflection designed to enable learning to occur.1 

A host of academic and developmental benefits of service-learning have 
been documented, including enhanced learning and skill building.2 Using 
service-learning as a pedagogical tool can provide opportunities for students to 
understand course materials in the context of the "real world." Yet, the often 
invisible lens of racial identity development influences the way students see and 
interpret this world. Racial identity also influences how college students interact 
with community members at their service-learning site. 

This chapter explores the intersections between service-learning, the racial 
identities of college students, and the identities of community members 
impacted through service-learning classes. This work was inspired by eight years 
of teaching service-learning courses at a private, predominantly White research 
university. This chapter is written from a markedly different perspective than 
many others in this volume. Instead of focusing solely on Black racial identity, 
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this chapter is an attempt to interrogate the issue ofWhite identity and White 
privilege as they relate to service-learning in communities of color. Far too much 
scholarship on service-learning focuses on the benefits of service-learnin 
without acknowledging the complex ways Whiteness impacts communities 01 
color. Traditional service-learning literature is steeped in hegemonic Whiteness 
and fails to acknowledge the potential harm done by White students in commu~ 
nities of color. In the following pages, White ide?tity·and service-learning are 
dissected to uncover the hidden effects ofV\?'hite privilege on communities of 
color. Actual student experiences reveal the vast discrepancies between the 
positive impact of students of color and the negative effects ofWhite students 
in the local community. In short, the negative implications that White racial 
identity and privilege can have on Black communities is a central component of 
this work. 

Since this chapter is informed by data collected from a host of communi~ 
ties, a variety of terms are used, including: communities of color, people of color, 
African American, Black, and White. Predominantly Mrican American commu
nities described in this chapter included people who identified as Black, mixed 
race, biracial, and others who did not self-identify as any race. Thus, through~ 
out this chapter different descriptors are used to most accurately and respect~ 
fully describe the college student or community member in each example. 

The overarching emphasis of this chapter is to explore the ethical issues re~ 
lated to racial identity and service-learning as pedagogy. However, it provides 
no solid answer as to whether service-learning is ethical. The intent of the chap:; 
ter is to encourage the reader to grapple with the complexity of the intersections 
between learning, stereotypical attitudes, White privilege, microaggressions, eth~ 
ical concepts, and racial identity development. It should be used as a starting 
point for reflection and dialogue among university and community members. 

Ethical Concepts 
Before proceeding with an analysis of service-learning, an overview of ethical 
concepts is necessary. In the realm of higher education, ethical codes of conduct 
and moral guidelines abound. Each discipline has one or more codes of conduct 
that higher education professionals are expected to follow. Information frorij: 
the American Association of University Professors and College Student Edu
cators International was combined with literature from higher education to 
shape three ethical concepts for use in this chapter:3 

1. Ethical Concept #1: Do no harm. This p.rinciple can be found in most 
ethical codes of conduct and serves as an overarching concept for 
this chapter. 

2. Ethical Concept #2: Ethical relationships. In addition to treating others 
with dignity and respect, this concept requires relationships be free from 
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deceit. Ethical relationships should be reciprocal and nonexploitative. 
Such relationships are necessary for the type of collaborative learn
ing and collective investment that Evans describes in the preface to 
this book. 

3. Ethical Concept #3: Ethical guides. The American Association of 
University Professors argues that professors should "adhere to their 
proper role as intellectual guides and counselors."4 

Racial Identity Development 
What happens when students at predominantly White institutions are asked 
to perform service-learning in communities of color? In this chapter, the racial 
identity development of both Mrican American and White undergraduates 
is juxtaposed to the racial identity of people of color touched through service
learning courses. Although a host of racial identity development models are 
available, 5 Hardiman and Jackson's model of racial identity development was se
lected for this chapter. 6 This model is sometimes used to compare people from 
all races, yet the original research for this theory was completed with African 
American and White participants? Table 8.1 presents a brief interpretation of 
the stages of this model. 

TABLE 8.1. Interpretation of Selected Stages of Racial Identity Development 
for Both People of Color and Whites 

;Stage of 
Racial Identity 

!Acceptance 

~esistance 

IF.edefinition 
~--; 

internalization 
-s;:-·-

Hallmarks of the Stage of Racial Identity Development 

Little or no awareness of race 

Active or passive acceptance of dominant White culture; 
Whiteness is valued and normalized while Blackness is the 
devalued other 

Increasing awareness and understanding of oppression, 
including both individual and institutional factors involved 
m raCism 

Creation of an identity not rooted in an oppressive system; 
Connection to like-minded and like-experienced others 

Incorporation of new identity and work toward social justice 

~ource: Adapted from R. Hardiman and B. Jackson, "Racial Identity Development: 
t"!Jnderstanding Racial Dynamics in College Classrooms and on Campus," in New 
;Directions for Teaching and Learning, ed. M. Adams (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 
{1992), 24. 
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According to Hardiman and Jackson, White students generally enter col
lege in either active or passive acceptance. 8 Because of this, when White college 
students are referenced in this chapter, they are assumed to be in the racial iden
tity stage of acceptance. In this identity stage, White individuals accept the 
views of the dominant culture and generally believe stereotypes and myths about 
people of color. Active acceptance can be seen in overt use of stereotypes and 
racist behavior. White people in passive acceptance usually do not see them
selves as racist and are generally unaware of the covert ways they perpetuate 
racism. Unconscious stereotypes shape their attitudes about and behavior with 
people of color. Through college experiences, White students can move into 
the stage of resistance. However, this shift happens only when Whites learn 
that oppression is a reality, and that as White people, they receive privileges 
based on the color of their skin. 

In contrast, Mrican American college students generally arrive at pre
dominantly White institutions in the racial identity stages of resistance or re
definition. In resistance, people of color refuse to accept the dominant White 
worldview and begin to question why things are "the way they are." The pain 
and frustration of constantly challenging dominant paradigms eventually force 
people of color to move into a place where they redefine who they are. A new 
identity is made independently of White supremacy and is often done within 
safe, racially homogeneous spaces. Mrican American students are sometimes 
labeled "separatists" by Whites who do not understand the need for in-group 
support at this stage of racial identity. 9 

Youth of color in the local community will have a variety of racial identity 
levels, with young children presenting in the na!ve or acceptance stages of racial 
identity. In the na!ve stage, little or no consciousness of racial differences exists, 
but even very young children of color are socialized into an American culture 
where White is valued and Black is devalued. Through the socialization process, 
children of color move into the racial identity stage of acceptan~e where White
ness is normalized as right, smart, and beautiful. By the time they enter middle 
or early high school, youth of color may have moved through acceptance 
into resistance. 

What are the implications for interactions across racial identity stages at 
service-learning sites? Forthcoming sections provide insight into potential in
teractions between youth of color in local communities and college students 
doing service in those communities. 

Service-Learning: The Benefits 

There are a host of benefits associated with service-learning. First, universities 
that offer service-learning courses provide immeasurable sources of human cap
ital to local communities. Many community agencies depend on volunteers for 
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survival. Programs such as after-school tutoring and mentoring programs might 
not survive without the help of college students. 

In addition to the benefits to local agencies, there are a plethora of rewards 
for college students. The benefits of service-learning for undergraduate students 
include enhanced learning, construction of an integrated identity, interpersonal 
skill building, and an increased sense of civic responsibility.10 Other research 
shows that when students perform service in diverse settings, they become more 
open-minded and aware of social problems.11 Using service-learning can be a 
powerful way to introduce college students to diverse populations and complex 
social issues. Giving students the opportunity to witness examples of social in
equalities in the local community can make learning relevant, intellectually stim
ulating, and emotionally impactful. Service-learning students say things like: 
"the course taught me a lot about the real world," or service "really opened my 
eyes to a lot of things." Sometimes, service-learning courses force students to 
question their biases.12 At a service site, students may interact with someone of 
a different race for the first time. One woman, reflecting on her service experi
ence said, "I became more aware of how my mentee thinks about her world, in 
the context of her culture and how she was raised. Our differences make sense 
and aren't so hard to get around." 

Another student admitted that the service-learning class "got me out of 
my comfort zone ... both physically and intellectually." A third student de
scribed her service experience as "stereotype shattering." Community managers 
also described students (usually White) as "being challenged about [their] as
sumptions about [social] issues." Some students even reported that their lives 
have changed as a result of engaging in service-learning. They have said things 
like "I learned so much and really grew as a person while taking this course." 

College courses are often the first time that White students have considered 
racism a reality. Rarely have they grappled with the concepts of oppression or 
White privilege. Such learning experiences can be earth-shattering for White 
students, as is evidenced in the following quotes: 

• The hardest thing for me to learn is that I am racist. I always thought 
that I was very good about treating people equally, but now I've 
learned this is not enough, because I willingly enjoy the privilege of 
being White. 

• I learned a lot about myself and was truthfully ashamed of what I 
found out. 

• I have learned ... that I am an aversive racist. At times, I make 
prejudgments before being aware of all the facts. I would never have 
admitted this on the first day of class ... partly because I really 
didn't think that I had racist tendencies. Even if I were to recog
nize [my] behavior, I would never have had the guts to share it 
with people! 
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These types of epiphanies are necessary for White students to cognitively and 
affectively move from the racial identity stage of acceptance into resistance, and 
toward a nonracist identity. 

If we were to consider only the community agency needs and the growth 
of college students, we might consider service-learning ethical. A professor who 
strives to be an intellectual "ethical guide" might argue that service-learning 
is the best way to transmit meaningful knowledge. Unfortunately, service
learning involves more than just learning about course concepts and White priv
ilege. Comprehension is shaded by students' racial identity development. Stu
dent interactions with people at service-learning sites are also influenced by 
racial identity. 

Service-Learning: The Potential Harm 
Just as there are benefits, potential risks are also associated with service-learning. 
This chapter does not address overt acts of racism, disrespect, or abuse of com
munity members, as such actions are clearly unethical. Instead, psychological re
search is combined with actual service-learning experiences to explore three 
potentially hidden dangers of engaging White college students with communities 
of color. The analysis focuses on (1) the intersections of racial identity, racist atti
tudes, and worldviews; (2) the effects of aversive racism, rnicroaggressions, and 
White privilege on youth of color; and (3) the reciprocity of relationships formed 
between college students completing service-learning and community members 
of color. As described in the introduction, the intent of the next sections is to in
terrogate Whiteness and its effects on Black communities. Qyotes and observations 
ofboth White and Black service-learning students are contrasted throughout this 
section to highlight the vast racial differences regarding each of these three topics. 

Student Worldviews: 
Shaped by Racial Identity 
In reviewing three academic terms of service-learning evaluations at one West
ern institution, one-third of students strongly agreed that they became more 
aware of their own biases as a result of their service experience. What about the 
other two-thirds? Were their biases reinforced or did they remain the same? 
One community manager talked about White students being consistently in
troduced to diverse people who face daily inequalities. Yet, she laments that 
rarely can she "verify that it necessarily sinks in."The following paragraphs pro
vide insight into the ways racist attitudes and stereotypes, harbored by Whites 
in acceptance, negatively affect Mrican American communities. 

Although stereotypes held by White students can be shattered through 
service, negative attitudes can also be learned and harmful stereotypes rein-
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forced. Because their racial identity lens is different, perspectives and attitudes 
of White service-learning students and students of color can be markedly 
different. Mrican American and White college students engaging in service
learning in the same public school viewed the community and its members in 
distinct ways. For White students in the stage of acceptance, racist stereotypes 
were reinforced. In one underperforming public school, Whites saw laziness, 
apathy, and bad behavior among youth of color. In a course paper, one White 
woman wrote, "I hate to say it, but it looked as though these people were lazy." 

Students of color in resistance or redefinition did not view the community 
through the same lens. An African American woman wrote in her service
learning journal, "It was frustrating, because no matter how much I talked to the 
students, or helped them with their work, I knew that I could not fix many of 
the problems that were really causing the high volumes of apathy." College stu
dents of color in resistance or redefinition understand that the world is complex 
and ridden with inequalities. In the previous situation, the Black college student 
saw cultural and institutional racism as the root of student apathy, whereas her 
White counterpart saw only stereotypes. In another instance, a girl named 
Maria told her tutor that she was "too stupid and too slow" to complete her as
signment. As a person of color himself, the tutor knew that her lack of self
esteem was partly the result of living in a racist society and attending a school 
system where youth of color were consistently given negative labels. He said, "I 
was ready to burst with frustration at her self-deprecation." The level of under
standing, and consequently the reactions by service-learning students to youth 
of color, is shaped by racial identity. In Maria's case, White students in accept
ance may have seen mere poor self-esteem, whereas a student of color recog
nized the racial context of the child's comment. Consider the level of 
understanding of another service-learning student of color who wrote in her 
journal about the double-edged sword her middle school students faced. 

On one hand, the students learned to be resilient and outspoken about 
issues that involve them, while on the other hand, they have internal
ized the fact that when labeled as a person of color, one has to fight for 
any chance to be successful because of that label. 

Because they do not recognize that oppression exists, White students in ac
ceptance may be unable to comprehend the racial inequalities inherent in the ex
periences of youth of color. Thus, White college students may have little 
awareness of the "fight" that youth of color engage in on a daily basis. Their 
privileged worldview overshadows every interaction White service-learning stu
dents have with community members. In sum, racial identity shapes the way in
dividuals experience and interpret the world. Convergent realities for students 
in different stages of racial identity affect the ways service-learning students 
view and interact with youth of color. 
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Aversive Racism and Microaggressions 

Even when White students enter communities of color with big hearts and 
good inten~ions, they still behave in ways shaped by their racial identity. 
Well-meanmg White people bring to the community stereotypes they have 
learned their entire lives. Kozollaments a historic example of this phenome
non.13 In the late 1960s and early 1970s he saw s<;ores of"young [White] peo
ple who had the benefits of ... successful education" enter Black schools to 
teach. Their good intentions resulted in immeasurable amounts of harm to 
African American youth in those schools. Similarly, through unintentional 
actions, contemporary college students may be doing harm to people in com-
munities of color. · 

Even small, seemingly benign interactions between White college students 
in acceptance and people of color can be damaging. Discrimination in the 
twenty-first century is covert and at times unintentional. Instead of facing overt 
racist events, people of color face a consistent pattern of small, yet painful, racist 
happenings called "microaggressions."14 Microaggressions are: 

[ s ]ubtle, stunning, often automatic, and nonverbal exchanges which are 
"put downs" of Blacks by offenders. The offensive mechanisms used 
against Blacks are innocuous. The cumulative weight of their never
ending burden is the major ingredient in Black-White interactions.15 

Research has shown numerous negative effects of microaggres~ions on people of 
color. They include feelings of invisibility, self-doubt, frustration, exhaustion, help
lessness, and racial tension.16 In the previous section, Maria's lack of confidence 
and low self-image may be traced to the cumulative effect of microaggressions. 

Microaggressions are related to aversive racism, which includes unconscious 
racist feelings and behaviors, usually by White people, who believe themselves to 
be nonra,cist or egalitarianY Constantine found that even White counseling 
professionals with extensive antiracist training engaged in microaggressions with 
Mrican American clients. If trained professionals perpetuated microaggressions, 
White service-learning students will likely do the same. College students may 
join the scores of individuals who add constant burdens or microaggressions to 
the shoulders of youth of color. By engaging in unintentional or unconscious 
racial slights, White students may perpetuate harm in communities of color. One 
community supervisor described a White service-learning student as very com
mitted. Yet "she may not ... be sensitive to cultural situations with the students." 
Another site supervisor talked about a White student's inability to seem "natural" 
around the children. In these cases, racial discomfort was obvious to both su
pervisors and community members. For youth of color, insensitivity and racial 
discomfort by Whites can reinforce the normalization of Whiteness. 
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\N_h~te students in acceptance rarely understand or admit that they receive 
race prlVllege or benefits, assets, and opportunities based merely on the color of 
their skin. They can wield their privilege in ways that are offensive and painful 
to people of color. One community supervisor described a situation in which a 
privileged White tutor drove his Hummer to a middle school in a low-income 
neighborhood. A child of color walked up to the vehicle and spat on it. The su
pervisor explained that whether the White college student realized it or not, he 
was "flaunting his privilege." The college student was grossly offended by the 
middle school student's behavior, which only reinforced his stereotypes, racist 
beliefs, and his racial identity development stage of acceptance. The youth of 
color was likely in the racial identity stage of resistance, and was showing his dis
gust with White privilege by his actions. Franklin and Boyd-Franklin found 
that constant microagressions can cause people of color to manifest internalized 
rage or immobilized frustration.28 These feelings are also associated with the 
racial identity stage of resistance. 

White privilege and its effects can be seen in another instance with a White 
college student. While serving as a mentor at a community center, a student 
reported that when people of color: 

started to complain that there is no work, I brought them a book of 
jobs and helped them find one they would enjoy. I heard every excuse 
why they shouldn't take the job. I couldn't believe that these people 
were turning down jobs. These jobs were paying more than most of 
my friends and I make! 

Although she was trying to be helpful, her racial identity stage of acceptance led 
her to inflict a host of microaggressions. Community members of color in the 
ra_cial identity stage of resistance experienced her as a privileged White woman 
w1th no understanding of their lives. To them, she represented all White peo
ple who believe stereotypes of laziness and lack of motivation. Her stated in
t:n.tions may appear good on the surface, but going the extra mile to find job 
listmgs and suggest appropriate (but low-wage) jobs that people of color "would 
enjoy" was demeaning. Her actions spoke volumes about her belief in their in
feriority. People of color in acceptance can also be hurt by behaviors that rein
force the idea that they are undeserving of services, jobs, or equality. Community 
members in resistance or redefinition would probably not return to the job cen
ter. Why should they return to a place where racist White people tell them what 
they are worthy of doing? In their research, Solorzano, Ceja, and Yosso found 
a pattern of Mrican Americans not using services because of their frustration 
or discomfort with White service providers.19 In this instance, community 
members of color who avoided the job center were consequently disenfranchised 
by a loss of access to material resources and opportunities. 
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Reciprocal Relationships 

Sometimes community agencies seek out university volunteers so that commu
nity youth can "get the opportunity to see kids going to college." Many com
munity supervisors hoped that college students would serve as leaders and role 
models. One described college students as "helpful and empowering." She be
lieved the interactions between youth and college.·students helped "expand th 
reality of what is possible for these kids to achieve." But are all relationships be~ 
tween service-learning students and community members ethical? In order for 
a relationship to be ethical it must be reciprocal and free from exploitation. Col
lege students experience several benefits from service-learning, including skill 
enhancement, resume-building experiences, and course credit. But what are the 
be~efits for youth of col?r? If the benefits are not equal, are these relationships 
reciprocal and, thus, ethical? · 

Research has shown that as a result of aversive racism and microaggressions, 
people of color may fear or avoid relationships with White people.20 Similar be
havior is also a hallmark of the racial identity stage of resistance. In situations 
where it cannot be avoided, people of color may choose to engage in shallow re
lationships with Whites. Constantine found that Mrican American people were 
less likely to trust White counselors.21 Mrican Americans expressed frustration 
at the lack of genuine relationships with White counselors who either uncon
sciously manifested racism or were unable to help them process racial events. 
SiU:ilar issues are apparent in examples where youth of color are able to express 
the1r true selves to mentors of color, but not to White servi_ce-learning students. 

One community worker talked about the common occurrence of White 
college students entering communities of color hoping to be mentors. Often, 
they have "not been particularly well received/' To be a role model, one must 
have respect. Additionally, teenagers will "be real" only with people they trust. For 
teens of color in resistance, White service-learning students represent an op
pressive system. Thus, youth of color may not form substantial relationships with 
Whites. Conversely, teens of color in resistance or reintegration may be drawn 
to college students of color as mentors. In three years serving as a mentor in local 
schools, one college student of color has come to believe that mentors of color 
are more effective than White ones. Another service-learning student agreed 
that "it becomes more realistic to see a nontraditional (non-White) role model ... 
someone who has been where you have been." Youth of color are more likely to 
share experiences with college students who have lived the realities of discrimi
nation. Youth may talk openly with college students of color who may have had 
similar experiences of being profiled by police, followed by storeowners, or tok
enized by teachers. One community supervisor described the phenomenon as 
"instant credibility." In an extreme case, one Mrican American woman had 
childern reach out to her not only because she was a woman of color, but also be
cause she had grown up in a local neighborhood. She knew that teens would 
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never have confided in her about a neighborhood shooting if she had been a 

White person. 
Community supervisors confirmed that White service-learning students 

e sometimes "unable to truly connect" with youth of color. When this happens, 
~hite students can have their racial identity of acceptance reinforced. When a 
White person's hopes of being a great mentor are dashed, said one site super
visor, negative opinions about people of color can be reinforced as White's "spi
ral into hurt, anger, and frustration." Such reinforcement is never the intent of 
service-learning, but unfortunately it is often an unintended outcome. 

Conclusion 

Tough Ethical Questions 
This chapter offers an interrogation ofWhiteness and exposes the potential harm 
of engaging White students with communities of color. However, it does not 
provide an answer as to whether service as pedagogy is ethical. Instead, it con
dudes with more unanswered and tough ethical questions. In the previous pages, 
student reflections, community voices, and research studies provided an image of 
service-learning that is layered with complexity. The benefits of service-learning 
are notable, but to focus solely on the benefits is to see only part of the picture. 

By encouraging service-learning, universities are showing dedication to the 
public good. In many college towns, community agencies might cease to oper
ate without students engaged in service-learning. Professors who use service as 
pedagogy provide powerful opportunities for growth and development of col
lege students. Further, by witnessing oppression in the community, White stu
dents can experience the dissonance necessary to move into the racial identity 
stage of resistance. If White people are not challenged to move from acceptance 
to higher stages of racial identity development, they will continue to engage in 
active or passive racism in their everyday lives. For a society to exist free from 
racial stereotypes and microaggressions, the dominant group (Whites) must 
move through acceptance to higher stages of racial identity. Faculty members 
who teach service-learning courses can potentially guide White students on a 
journey toward acknowledging White privilege. But is it ethical for such learn
ing experiences to be gained at a potential cost to communities of color? 

Although service-learning may be a powerful learning tool, it can also be 
harmful. Whether the harm is intentional or unintentional, the impact on com
munities of color can be great. White students in acceptance may have significant 
negative effects on the youth they are serving. By engaging in rnicroaggressions, 
White people can add to the sense of invisibility, frustration, and exhaustion of 
youth of color. In sharp contrast, college students of color engaging in the com
munity may provide an invaluable service, more in line with the philosophical 
ideals of social change and community engagement. But, is it ethical to only send 
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students of color to engage in service-learning? Is it ethical for college students of 
color to bear the burden of being role models and mentors to youth of color 
·especially when they must also maintain the emotional strength to fight micro~ 
aggressions in their own lives? 

In this chapter, it was argued that when White students engage in service
learning in-communities of color, the relationships that develop may be nonrecip
rocal or devoid of true respect. In short, White s~dents may benefit more from 
service-learning relationships than people of color. Such relationships can be ex
ploitative and unethical. Once again, the thesis of this chapter emerges and the 
question remains. Could White college students potentially do more harm than 
good when engaging in service-learning with communities of color? 

As I stated at the beginning of this chapter, no clear-cut determination 
of service-learning as ethical or unethical would be offered. Instead, my intention 
was to raise tough ethical questions about sending White college students into 
communities of color. The chapter covered topics rarely addressed in the 
service-learning literature with the hope of inspiring further conversations about 
these complex ethical issues. In sum, to determine whether service-learning is eth., 
ical, issues ofWhite identity, privilege, aversive racism, microaggressions, and rec
iprocity in relationships must be acknowledged, understood, and analyzed. 

Reconciling Ethics and Service-Learning: 
Thoughts for the Future 

Because higher education institutions have the resource~ to meet community 
needs, ending service-learning could have vast negative repercussions in 

. the community. Many community programs might not survive without the 
person-power provided by service-learning students. Yet, colleges and univer
sities that wish to require or encourage service-learning have an ethical obliga
tion to safeguard communities of color from harm. To make service truly ethical, 
aversive racism, microaggressions, and structural oppression must be extin
guished. However, such lofty aims will require much time and a revisioning of 
society as a whole. In the meantime, there are six ways faculty and staff can 
reduce the harm done to communities of color. 

1. Teach from a critical perspective. White students in acceptance only 
move to resistance when they learn that societal oppression and their 
privileges are a reality. Faculty who teach their disciplinary topic 
through the lens of social justice or critical race theory aid in this 
educational process. The more places White students learn about 
oppression, the more likely it is to sink in. 

2. Teach racial identity development models. By learning racial identity 
development theory in service-learning classes, college students can 
better understand how their view of, and experiences in, the com-
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munity are shaped by their racial identity. When students of color 
learn about racial identity development, they are learning the sci
ence of their lived experiences. Although the content may be no sur
prise, it can provide the theoretical framework and language to. · 
describe their experiences and an unspoken sense ofvalidation.22 

Conversely, White students in the racial identity development stage 
of acceptance who learn about racial identity are faced with the re
ality of oppression and their race privilege. It is impossible for White 
students in acceptance to comprehend racial identity theory without 
acknowledging how oppression and privilege are a part of their daily 
lives. When teaching White students about privilege, faculty can 
help students become more self-aware and potentially reduce the 
amount of harm done in local communities. 

3. Support college students of color. Students of color can provide invaluable 
resources to youth in local communities. We must take measures to en
sure these students are not overburdened or unsupported in their ef
forts. It is important to remember that college students of color also 
experience the weight of microaggressions in their daily lives. 

4. Offer service options. If it is obvious that a privileged White student 
may cause harm, educators have an obligation not to place them in 
an environment where they can negatively impact the lives of com
munity members of color. Other service-learning sites, where they do 
not interact with people of color, should be offered as options. 

5. &quire preservice social justice training. Universities should offer pre
service diversity training that stresses issues of privilege, respect, and 
Cl!Ie for others. One site director appreciated the implementation of 
diversity awareness training for her volunteers. She said, "We 
appreciate how well you encourage students to ... broaden their 
experiences. The topic ofWhite privilege ... is very important." 

6. Dialogue with the community. Only through strong relationships with 
community agencies can we build relationships of trust and honest 
communication. Through such relationships we are more likely to iden
tifY potential harm. We may not be able to eliminate every microag
gression, but we have an obligation to stop harm when we recognize it. 
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